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Fairfax Imaging and 
CharacTell, Ltd., a leading 
provider of advanced and 
innovative form recognition 
products, announced that 
Fairfax Imaging will market 
CharacTell’s FormStormTM 
Invoices as part of its suite 
of solutions.

Michael Minter, VP of 
Sales and Marketing at 
Fairfax Imaging, explains: 
“Integrating FormStorm Invoices brings additional 
functionality to our successful fax, forms and 
remittance processing solution – Quick Modules.  
This will further improve our ability to provide 
solutions that truly cover the bases when it comes 
to automated capture and processing of complex 
documents and forms.”

Commenting on the partnership agreement, 
Paz Kahana, CharacTell’s President & CEO said, 
“It is exciting for us that a leading company of 
the caliber and expertise in the field as Fairfax 
Imaging, has determined that FormStorm Invoices 
meets its high standards and strict requirements. 
I am confident that as partners, we can provide 
practical solutions to our customers that are 
economic to own, and profitable to market.”

FormStorm Invoices is a fully automated, industrial 
strength, invoice processing suite capable of 
scanning and reading invoices with virtually no 
setup required. FormStorm Invoices is packaged 
at prices that make it ideally suited for invoice 
volumes starting with medium sized companies 
and scalable to virtually unlimited volume for 
large enterprises. Despite its truly ‘off-the-shelf’ 
application nature, FormStorm Invoices can 
process the wide range of invoice and bill types 
commonly seen in the commercial world, with 

New SemiForm module processes documents like invoices 
and purchase orders just as easily as standard forms.

System administrators can generate detailed performance  
statistics to help manage for optimal productivity.

With FormStorm Invoices you select the language and data fields you want to 
capture, and it does the rest.  No template setup is needed

Fairfax Offers Solution for 
A/P Invoice Processing

no customization.  Please click here to see full 
press release: http://www.fairfaximaging.com/
PDFs/CharacTell-release-5-10.pdf



Products
Quick Modules is a modular 
software suite which can 
be tailored to meet your 
requirements with the following 
components:

Intelligent Data Capture•	
Remote Data Capture•	
Intelligent Character •	
Recognition
Image Enhancement•	
Data Perfection•	
Business Rule Support•	
Complex Field Validation•	
Payment Processing•	
Electronic Check Presentment•	

ARC/ACH•	
Check 21•	
Encoding/ Endorsing•	

Transaction Balancing•	
Export to Legacy Systems•	
Data and Image Archival•	
System Recovery•	

Services
Fairfax Imaging is a full-service, 
solution integrator providing:

Business Process Re-engi-•	
neering
Project Management•	
Quality Assurance Planning•	
Disaster Recovery Planning•	
Form Design•	
Hardware Installation•	
Software Installation•	
Comprehensive Testing•	
Training at all levels•	
Maintenance & Support•	
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 New Faces!  
At Fairfax Imaging!
Fairfax Imaging has 
strengthened its Support 
Services Group and 
Professional Services Group 
with additional engineering 
talent.  

“These high-level resources 
improve our ability to 
support the many new 
customers we’ve provided 
systems for over the past 
few months,” reports Eileen 
Romps, Director Support 
Services.  “We are filling our 
customer service positions 
with engineering level talent 
so that we can provide the 
best support possible for our clients.”

“Fairfax Imaging is putting a major effort 
into maintaining its leadership in this highly 
competitive industry,”  stated Steve Chahal, 
President.  “In addition to improvements 
in our software, we feel it is imperative 
to continue adding the finest engineering 
expertise we can find to our outstanding 
technical staff.

“We are ramping up for new business that 
will be under contract soon,” adds Donna 
Schmitz, Director, Professional Services 
Group.  “These new project engineers will 
support our mission to provide world-class 
design, integration, and customization for 
our solutions in both the Government and 
Commercial arenas.”

Charles Dixon
Support Engineer with 
experience in developing 
and supporting C# windows 
applications, system 
architecture and code 
hierarchy.

Chris Bosner
Project Engineer
designs, develops, tests 
and deploys applications 
with a focus on integration 
with existing data 
management systems.

Michael Fox
Support Engineer with
background in computer 
support, error proofing 
process control systems and 
embedded systems.

Derek Methe
Support Engineer with
experience that includes 
entire project life 
cycle, from concept to 
post-implementation 
maintenance.

Mike Shupe
Project Engineer with 
experience developing 
.NET applications. Focused 
on design, code quality, 
and solutions.

Amanda Kraemer
Project Engineer
Recent graduate with 
emphasis in business 
development, GIS, MIS, 
project management and 
engineering.

(L-R Standing) Derek Methe, Charles Dixon, Mike Shupe. 
(Front) Amanda Kraemer, Chris Bosner (Not pictured Michael Fox)


